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Threat models, or bounded descriptions of physical behavior under faulted or anomalous 

conditions, are an important means of quantifying uncertainty in support of civil aviation 

safety assessment and certification.  Faults and anomalies are rare events that are often 

poorly understood or are lacking in data from which to model behavior.  Threat models 

attempt to establish a deterministic set of equations and parameter bounds that describe all 

possible realizations of a particular fault mode or anomaly in order to allow standard 

analysis techniques to be used. 

Developing threat models is a difficult process requiring the judgments of multiple experts 

who work together to extract information from the limited knowledge and data that are 

available.  This presentation examines the effectiveness of threat models for aviation safety 

assessment through the example of GNSS satellite navigation augmented by Ground-Based 

Augmentation Systems (GBAS) that provides precise navigation to aircraft.  Three threat 

models are introduced as examples: satellite RF signal deformation, satellite ephemeris 

(navigation data) errors, and unusual ionospheric behavior that results in large spatial 

gradients between reference stations and users.  These examples illustrate the usefulness of 

threat models as well as the difficulties inherent in describing rare-event conditions in this 

manner.  In particular, placing deterministic bounds on poorly-understood physical behavior 

is difficult and often results in a great deal of conservatism.  The advantages and limitations 

of threat models are considered in comparison to probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) 

methods that do not require deterministic bounds on rare-event behavior.   

This presentation also provides a brief update on the status of GBAS development for 

Category I and Category II/III precision approaches and landings.  While several technical 

challenges remain, the largest remains mitigating the threats posed by ionospheric 

behavior.  Recent work in detecting anomalous spatial gradients within the GBAS ground 

segment is discussed, as are the unique challenges of operating in equatorial regions where 

large gradients and ionospheric scintillation are common.   
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